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4, Boys ly Boas ee 

Fetzer also wore OD, égssay one he uses as the first half de ng 

of His PartVI, weren=is mi vities wa Rigniiag the Record i Of we — 

his appendices, of which he has seven, the first two are his 

(pages 42i aid Bed ). 

Hess Mote preceding his first appendixs, which he tablyed 

aa Precis of Assassinatioion Science, says that it servces 

as an introduction @ 1 to the kiffds of studies ig, his current book. 

He uses the word "studies" to describe the kind @f demonstrations 

of subject-matter ignorance we have just examined. 

The subtitle of his firs ‘t bodok is Experts Speak Out On the 

Death of JFK.Fetzer's first book consists of a MKnUjmber of shorter 

oieces tha he has in his second. And leading those he calls 

rexperts" is Fetzer himself. He is one of those "experts" ¥ 

19 2s, 
fourteen tes because he wrote fourteen of those "expert" 

opinions Vet mi uqo an etd aginete OT 

Avone the othengt great assassination exper. sisa you ng 

aey 
doctor whjo held a bottle of €j1uia pebeing se into the 

President's leg ‘oni the lawyer who represented him in a lawsuit 

he filed agaiinst the Journal of fhe American eee ( JAMA) . 

Also as assassination expert iyi Fetzer's EE Bir se ttm FY 

paper reported, Richard Dudman (page 167). Then also,in Fetzer's 

mind, are peopte a eecpaesie wropte letters, his letters and 

their responses. One is a woman Department of Justice lawyer, 

Mary C. Spearing 

AK 
He wrote three letters to the New York Times but hazing 

was not sufficiently impressed by Fetzer's claimed exppertise 

to answer hin.m pret is Letra 

\ is 

Under Correspondence with Distinwuished Americans Fetzer 

Ae wr Un dinLwo 
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+, 
Wye 

does not include what he x» +e then. 

They are all short and little more than formal politeny¥ess 

O
N
 

as
 

Ellior Richardson's reply, inelading formal thanks, is of 

three sentences (page 201). 

Robert NMcNamara's reply is, including thanks / and apo- 

logies. is a trifle longer but only two sentences are not an 

apology for h&s=etter Fetzer’ ‘s letter getting mislad and 

for McNemenra Mcnamara not responding himself. McNamara's 

secretary used $short sentences to tell gFetzer that her boss 

"is not qualified to discuss" the assassinatioj (page $202). 

The third letter is a form letter mechariiically signed oF President 

Clintom. It consists of three short sentences (page 203). 

This, in Fetzer's expressed gopinion.,is more of what he 

claims is "Bxpperts” whpo “speak out on the Déath of JFK." 

This also is jean € of theletter Fetzer wrote the attorney 

NE 
general ( ( E 187) and one he wroje the ARRB and its reply 

(pages 2°04- 4 205). 

He has a few assaseynation unknowns, except among the nuts, 

with contributions @ allegedly on the the alteration of the 

Zapruder fil m (pages # 211 ff.") 

Mantik, of course, contributes heavily. 

Among the few other "experts "speaking outW" is "Certificate 

of Death for JFK prfepared by Admiral George G. Burkley, who was 

dead long before the seab eines sondbar7bit, Jeteee (page 439). 

Fetzer gives no course on the official certificate of death. It 

— 

was tot aed disclosed by the Warren Commission which, as 
cows by doy 

“scholar nat he says he is, Fetrow does net say. In fact, the 

u 

Uommission, which had more than nine hindred pages for its Report



of 

and an appendix of teztwenty-six large volumes of an officially 

extimated yen million sord, hid that deat = A cer tivica ie and more 
ame fedl paz iM We aime” Eghaee au [ped 

and they # rema ned hidden funtil ferced t ae etibecipaure t 

fe Literally, that disclosure was exclusively to me and I published it 

in Post Mortem (1975) on pages 508 308-9) *etzer also published, ( it, 
rtm 

again as the result Of Ris owns, what the Commission also 

did vmot publish and did hide the official body chart, the 

onjwhich bee 

original ‘hat Burkley wrote thes he -"Verified" it. Tat I & 

published in Post Mortem on pages 310-11). 

Other hidden Burkley originals thzt I rescued from their 

: © 
official anboblivion and others used also,as cming from their 

\e 

own work,is a number of short records that Burkley "verified . 

{ws 
Fetzer says of some of those he called "experts" rg,thet 

it 

they did #distinctive works on the" assassination". He also says 
mawid ceely 

that they are "among the best qualified 9ndi vidua;s 

ertooe to eve examine the medical and photograpphic @bevidence” 

(| 
of the assassuination (apage 4221). 

Fetz#er also »boasfts tha Assassina‘faion S#iScience is 

distinctive among works on the assassination oppreasaony Shennely 

for several reasons." The “gee first reason is the nymber of 

collaborators, of whom we heave seen enough, inetuding their 

whee meeningless form letters. His second reason is tuat it iVcludes -th 

the most important medical studies since publication of David 

Lifton's Best Evidence. Lifton's bvok's medical ""@bevidence " 

was a monstrous and an indecent medical fraud featuring his 

wt’ 
fabrication od the utterly ijypossible, that the Presiient' SG 

= 

body was snatched and the wounds altered § ° create a fakr. 

u 
Also a boast and also extraordinarily untre is Fetzer's 

d 
next baseless boast that the medical "rewults "he does not 

L
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identify, #@#those he publishes, Lifton's faketry or both, 

*eomivebeldy undermine previous investiguti’ onks of the death 

of JFKx "(page 421). 

When Fetzer gets hinpole swarmed up, he gets really hot, 

to say nothing of ridiculous in his exaggeratex and aompret iy 

com pletely false calims. He prefaces them with another manifestation 

of his Vea ignorance: 

wy Third, it provides the only comprehensive and detailed critique and response to 

a series of articles published in the Journal of the American Medical Association 

(JAMA) in 1992-93. [Editor's note: An exception is Harold Weisberg, Never Again 
(tnege 402), A wnan Intarndawe urith tha nhuniniagns ob - 

Wy Bhy tell a lie, and is it a big lief when he knpws it is 

a ,lie! / 

' NEVER AGAIN, Fetzer 
The correction was so late # is not included in tke index 

(page 460). 
This is Fetzer's boast when therkewe is.not a single real 

subject-matter expert in all of those whose writing he collected 
' atid 

and published. And all he published does not being to equal,iif true, 

what NEVER AGAIN! TCH pEon the incredible séuegi stupidityy / 

repetition of outright 1ié/and rep obation of prior pérpjury 

sole) 
by all of those involved in the JAM A indecency were assassination 

ignoramuses, the author in Aparticular. 

Then:
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oS Fourth, WW repure amu explains We most important scientilic findings In the 

\\ history of the study of the assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, which in- 

\ clude: 

° the discovery that some autopsy X-rays have been fabricated to conceal a 

massive blow-out to the back of the head caused by a shot from the front; 

e the discovery that other autopsy X-rays have been altered by the superposi- 

tion of a 6.5 mm metal object that was not present on the original X-rays; 

the discovery that diagrams and photographs that are supposed to be of the 

brain of JEK must be of the brain of someone other than John Kennedy; 

the discovery that the President alone was hit by at least four shots: one to his 

throat (fired from in front), one to his back (fired from behind) and two to 

his head (fired from behind and from the front); 

the discovery that the official "magic bullet" theory cannot possibly be true; 

the discovery that an absolute minimum of at least six shots were fired in 

Dealey Plaza during the assassination; 

° the discovery that the Zapruder film of the assassination, which has been 

viewed as the nearest thing to "absolute truth" by some, has been extensively 

edited using highly sophisticated techniques; 

e the discovery that Lee Harvey Oswald appears to have been framed using 

manufactured evidence, including the back-yard photographs; 

/ e the discovery that the Warren Commission inquiry was a political charade 

Fiisinmenenmeienst featuring —a phoney bullet —a phoney limo —phoney wounds( 4 (v7, 

The writing would never end if all of Fetzer's untrue 9 

exaggerated, subject-matter ignorance and not ntrsanewtiy oie 

stupidities were corrected at length. In this quotation, 

. ta. 
where Fetzeer claims discovery," where the what he ciaims is 

discovered in hi i it ij les : is book is at all factual, it is not at alla 

scover i is inf 7 ret Some of it has ndpasis in fact at all, like 

the "discovery" of how many shots were fired and how many hit 

the President. ,Some , aims "di i aw pubh ond what he claims "discoverty" in 2000 for 

were"discovéredatin 1965, in # the first Whi tewash.(0f which M 

and his are profoundly ignorant. They go for the assassination 

Slop. 

There is no doubt about it, 2suz2 USwald was framed and 

this has been indicated in many books, again beginning with 

the first jnook. 

So again, and not by any means relating to this alone, 

there is endless evidence fprovided by Fetzer himseilf of his 

subject-matter ignorance. 

It does not end. This is what follows, and again, his 

ignorance is spectacular:



- Sixth, it reports and records repeated and strenuous efforts to bring these 

we new fifdings and discoveries, which completely undermine previous investiga- 

Z tions by the federal government, to the attention of the Department of Justice. 
a vee i 

| /\, } The correspondence between James H. Fetzer, Ph.D., and Mary Spearing, Chief 

\ \ Vie, of the General Litigation and Legal Advice Section, provides a case study of the 

47 tl t difficulties encountered in the pursuit of justice in a bureaucracy. In spite of his 

1 Al ‘ best efforts, Fetzer was unable to convince the Justice Department that the new 

I \ my , findings concerning the fabrication of the X-rays and the substitution of dia- 

grams and of photographs dictate a reinterpretation of the evidence in this case, 

even though previous government inquiries took for granted that this evidenc’ °, 

| was authentic. | 

| Seventh, it reports and records sustained efforts by American citizens to con- | 
tribute their time and their talents to clarifying the nature of what has previously ' 

been assumed to be the "best evidence" in this case in an effort to bring closure to »- 
the American people. The members of this group, including distinguished scien- 
lists and recognized authorities within their respective fields, have sought to fill’ 
the vacuum created by the failure,of-the-government to adequately investigate 

the assassination and to compensate for the dismal record of the press by report- 
ing new discoveries thal appear to demonstrate conclusively that there was a 
large-scale conspiracy and cover-up by the government in the death of JFK. 

The studies published here are thus intended to convey at least three general 
| lessons. One, that even journals as prestigious as JAMA are not immune from 

| political abuse, indications of which abound with respect to its coverage of the 

\ medical evidence in this case. Two, that new discoveries, including scientific find- 

ings of fundamental importance, continue to be made, supporting the possibility 

that truth is not beyond our grasp. Three, that journals, newspapers, and agen- 

\ cies on which we all depend do not always serve the people's interests. The pur- 

suit of truth, the protection of justice, and the preservation of democratic insti- 

i tutions require eternal vigilance. As long as we are ignorant, we are not free. 

so (oazges 42P-2). 

Yn considering this and so much more like it , it should 

be kept in mind that Fetzer vepresenta, supoosedly, scholars, 

the educated, those who teach and those on whom society 

depends to be informed as they eee tagtns Getoes did lamentie @ 

abdication of historians, which was close to total abdication. 
7 But hex®@®2 omitted the media, on whom we depend most of all. 
ra bEat Ehere are others on whom society depends, including other 

college professors and ee 2 all of them have also abdicafted. 

ly Lady o 
We will get "to a) nistysian, used as a source in this bet 

f . 

Lays a 
book ‘and @Liuongn he is not an exact duplicates of the Fetzé r 

_we are seeing, thdy they are alike in their subject matter 
in their prating as though the; knew H11 there is to know 
ignorancefand in theie writing misleading and deceiving the 

eve 
i % 

people - ‘fin making a false, deceptive, isleading, (ludicrous 

aaut @ reco 
for ~professors, and ignotsnt fir history. This is a 

great danger to the country/y
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ar Then if those Johnny-Come-Lately were man SnoUgA, THEY cou go 

to court .and try to get those records by judicial process. But 

despite all their bragging and all their high opinion of their 

coewardly and entirely inadequate efforts, they failed. If they 

were not subject-matter ignoramuses they'd have made the real 

effor/ when rejecyed or denied, gone to court. But not one offthem 

Was man enough. Hob vnen I was broke and in denbt I did, a dozen 

or so times. (The suits are listed in @nNEVER AGAIN!) 4nd not... 

quite, the Comniasion' g word, "alone and unassisted’, I <=eeta 

Otained abjout a thid of a million pages; aad=even got the 

Devartment not to charge me for what 4 had not yet received and 

even to refund what I had alreast pages!! 

In this sense those late-comers were boys with beards. 
er] A | ‘. 

1 WATT IAW ta ot cereenth te elf 
+ Na | vadlyad was well-known in the field but not one of them asked 

to see any of the abundant records I got. It also was welfknown 
7 

that I let all, mostly those with whom I agrree, have unsupervésed 
2 

access to those records and unsupervised yse of our copies. 
bf thy Fatre p3 

W re not unfriendly #and in correcpondence with me®, 

Until I told them that they really had to know what was disclosed 

for their work to have meaning. That was followed by both Aguilar 

and déMantik break ing off any communications with nef. As though 

I. not wh e Moversnment , was their enemy. 
h FetZeg? 

Now with the cover-up these yreungesters claim t o have 

exposed, that esposée, to chose a more recent proof of eitt, awas 

Ole? 
a quarter of a century old when they brought/what they consider 

a new expose /out. The earlier one, particularly in Post Morten, Jowés 

was based smi irene on the official evidence and was in quite 

considerable detail. only it was not based on an opinion that, épven
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if “ojorrect, did not and s@could not have the impac ¢, the 

effect, of a the government's own evidence. 

ES son these newcomers have no knowledge and as aa 

Fesult, are assassination ignoramuses. 

Thhis is not the place for all that evidence and here there 

is no need for it. But if these men with juvenile thinking 

had made the slightest effor t to see and understand what I tried to 

get them to understand they neeeded to know, they would have 

known that the government did not have to be told that it was 
Q t wtth 

covering up. That was the menationzl polocy of which tallvhose 

Petrow could Ravghave dealt, with-knew—very well. 

But they were overwhelmed with what they had done but even if it ia 

unquestionable, it did no: more than duplicztd éwhat was and long 

had been public only they used a different means. 

The assassination was midday Friday, November 22M, 1963, 
on Jorma kez gag! Then The fix was in as soon as Oswald 4 was ki d ;@ad the government 

knew, with Oswald the only suspect, that there would be no trial, 
Aumrve 

~,4 "O need to have evidence that could ouenigg -erews-exandination 44 lof Whilh snow inp bie 
Without here going into gYv¥eater detail, which I have done 

elsewhere I provide a re& ord those newcomer boys could have 

had, along with the doepiients that relate to it. 

Deputy attorney general Nicholas Katzen bach and he-a not h e 

alone, had been talking the fix over, alt hough they did notfuse that 
Ye 

appropriate word for it. Kabaenbach had no secretary that Suday 

So he did it in Jonghand. He was also in touch with his proper 
m= At 

channel to the new President, Bipil Moy&rs. After he and Moyers 
A 

agreed Kay'tzenbach wrote the channel memoradndum out in lonkhand, 

lacking a secretary that Sunday af@fternoon. His hologrqph istin
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(This is clear in the key paragraphiThe Public must be 

satisfied that Oswald was the assassin; that he did not have 

cognfederates who are still at large; and that the evidence 
il 

was such that he would have beer convicted at trial.This memdis 

also the beginning of the Warren Commission. The full -memdis 

at the end of this chapter. )
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Justice Department file 129-pf#t 11, ff om whic4 gt seG,ms to 

have been withheld for more than two yeyirs-by the man Katzehach 

loaned the Commission after he talked about placing someone? here 

to be his "ehes a Eta ears." Howald P. Willens, whose initials are 

on this Justice file copy, got to be the Number Three man on 

the commission staff. : tye? 
U 

In the memoradndun Ka}tzenbach had written ext the neXt 

en“ Se < day,early, after which he distribjuted it, he beatbs begins with 

(what is obvious untruthfui, that they had an airtight case 

on Oswald. In facet, they had no case at all, as the official 
vw 

records I got .je all, those FOIA lawsuits which this braggart of 

a subject ignoramus shunned. 

That memo speaks for itself and it is here with no changes 

in 16, but if it had not been true that they had no case against 

Oswald at all after only hedtaet—s working day after the 

shoting, it igi idobviouskhat in so shory “nike, or even 

a little longer, it ‘o impossible for wha}Katzebnbach was 

laying on the President to habe pein hand and without question. 

This memo is a forthright statement that they are goingto put 

rf elem 
the bat on Oswald/and cut off anything else. 

It also is a clear statement that the crime itself was hot 

going to be investigated and the available hundreds of thousand 

their petty letters to the Justice Department, where they 

were laughéd at. 

DFor one example, compare fetzer's childish letters with what 

the Justice Department and the FBI went through with my FOIA 

lawsuits alone. £3 r Alte’
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( I did not writhe pointless letters. I sued them for dis- 

closure. The Spearman division, Civil, dcdinided wep Suite. They 

were so frustrated at what I was hate to them in court that 

they out six lawyers to work and that. They called themselve 

"the Get Weishgerg crew. But they did not get me and in time 

they were disbanded. )
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Lamentably, it is also childish, represnting the understanding 

of a high school boy, as we see. 

qg3\ ——~ Ud 
op With regard to what Fetzer merers to as their "strengdus 

efforts to bring" what he believes if their "new findings and 

discoveries wo which heen teats undermine previous investigations by 
Th AT Road Years aptior. 

the federal government, sl which is baloney. I4 : 
Car 

assassination but<bite those few Johnny—YCome& take tye that they ¢ Lm 

the 

(je "uddermining" was fan a SBOnEL AS eAEG fact. The first bookm, Whitewash, 
wnat thy clin they did “hep 

edie tira ond as I continued to: . rite and publish, pi was done 

in new anaddl foe official evidence. Post Mortem did that at 

daeplength, in great detail and entirely @wwifth the official 

recrord, not opinions, no matter how good thcose opinions may have 

been. All before that bug bit them and more in NEVER AGAIN! ,whpch 

was after the bug bit them but before they got anything on paper. 

And calling it to the attention of the Department of Justice 

was that endless subject-matter ignorance. It must nave had the 

people at Justice laughing, as we soon see, 
IM nt here 

Especially Mary Spearing and her Vivil Division associaed/. 

"The correspondence Between James H. Fetzer and Mary Spearing 

*+e.eprovides a case study of the difficulties encountered inthe 

pursuit of juctice in a bureaucracy In spite of hi ds best 

effrots, Fetzer was unable to eorvinne the Department that the 

new findings concerning the fabrication of the X-rays and the 

substitution of diagrams and photographs dictate a reinterpretation 

of the evidence ih this case even though previous gov ernment in- 

aquiries took for granted that this evidence was authentic, 

Fetzer does not say that he sought to use the Freedom of Information 

Act. That requires disclosure unless what is sought is eexem nT, 

7 rf wy 
qu ‘
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What Fetzer says he wrote was, compared to what Justice 

be u_¢ itdee 

knew ga and what it was involved pn, (Childish, stivil. 

I am not the only onée who used FOIA effectively, despiite 

the strong official opposition. In those Laveultie, T mate ue 

refra for history that is solid and is based on official records 

only. Not an opinion thathestduplicates the we=f record, if True, 

by different means. 

I did not write letters to lady lawyers who laughed in un- 

expressed response. Whé n the FBI was getting away with perjry 

to block compliance I decided to go head to heag with the FBI. 
p leediin 5, £ pot 

Instead af making what I wanred to allege in lawyers oxesi gs, +-pit 

myself under oath so that, if I lied J would be subject to a caharge 

of perjurt from the officials I was suing. I staté, under path, that 

the FBI was résporting to perry to block complians wirh the law. 

The FBI's reply, htt ene Department of Justice, is totlally 
6, 

irrelevant bu Ss was enough for that particular judge to wi e’ the 

AAA fey “te buf 4 = y wwe PS cf peyul 

—————Ftruth of) aa DPFBI's eobeated Tebigon which I had charged. 

Huit3/ 

That was in Civil Action {cab} 75 226, in federal district court 

in Washington. Head-to-gead with a powerless old man whose 

UAA A 

‘ strength was thatiphe sig’ not dear thes=%'hose Teresentatives & of A, 

VV 
unlimited powers wather than denying what + had alleged under are, 

stated that I "could make such charges," perjary by the “BEFBI, 

Ad v nein 

"ag funitims sidmnce he is perhaps mpre familiar with events 

surrounding the investigation of President Kennedy's assassination 

than anyone now employed by the FBI." 

\ 
I could and‘ I did continue charging the FBI with verjury and it 

never once did noz blink, but the judges feared what the FBI 

Chey 
could do to them and ignored it. 

aoVv 
+his is but < of what could be said to amidmpaddressthe
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b 
Childisty Y boasting of these few boys with beards and their 

childish boasting thal stems from ego and ignorance. Of which 

one of many samples is just above, 

With this the reality, and only part of that reality in 

which for years the Justice Department and the FBI were defending 

themselves ffrom documented charges, these boys with beargds are 

ignorant of it and believe the) childish efforts could have made a 

difference. Ang/ as they éwere tocignorent of the actuzl recod to 

know, thefustice Department knew without the simple littl dnudged 

from Fetzer that shey were covering up. That was policy and it 

was laid bdown by Katzen bach and has been the §pout oy ever since. 

Justice needed no childosh macees to be informed. They all lived 

and worfked every fday under that policy. 

Kqtzenbach was then thetumbr 2 man in justice, the Peputy 

Atsornet General of the united States. He was in charge on the 

Kennedy case because the Atcorney General had recused phinself. 

The €@» cover-up memo, the decisi6é n tomake Oswald the 

lone assassin, which at that time meant without the evidencdto 

v The Acopy that “abt to the FBI was 4yot™ | Thay meantthat 
: 

i 
almost anyone in 4ustice could have seen it, "Ye same was true of 

KB ‘ 

: 

ri 
ade 

i —_ 

the (Fl. PeMeanwhile, there were sbdr who had to know policy # Mew 

ANY ena tery clad and sax ” ., +hey-had—to-see- is. ; 
. Af ti 

But it was with withhekd for a decade abd a half ¥ violation 

of the law. 

nN at 

Here again we see Fetzer as the kind of expert he really is, 
Use’ \e 7 wv ? 

and that expertise is not congenial #/o what he says he iddoig. Tghat 
A 

he began with a preserved subject-matter ignorance did him no 
a . 

good in what he said he wantwd ito do and boasted about, for all
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world sd though he had succeeded when all xé succeeded in was 

making the Justice Department feel less uneasy and making it 

wwils >) 
vossoble for then. are le) 

“a d ana T hey 
ad giving the lsfy iffyer weese-e good laugh. . - 5 . Tp qe 

Fetzer's exaggerated representation of what he and kh#s~other 

Fetgers were udoing, confributing".their time snf talents" +o 

what they regarded as “the best evidnce", was justification §for 

g@inother wound of laughs 

Deszribing his Fetzers as "distinguished scientists" was 

a ; 
mor than enough for another guflaw. 

T, ‘aise kdJustice did not neeed any ama'eur attempt to d—-jow 

there pase et a conspirscy when schyy Livef and worked under ‘Me 
Hie ) CHALLE - fvlyne , hnLus ¢ 

1 vrefetermination that Hq had been ::pre They | 

Referring to all gthathe | as infthe bork as Studies” Pérez ee 

sate they are "inkended to aah ‘vey at least three generl lesons? 

One is that even "prestigious journals are "somtimes political,” 

which is hardly new and reyuire. N& Fetzer for @ it to 

AN 
be a "TewwOh ‘Lesson. 

Nex/|. is ht that they have "new discoveries” he sys are 

$M of "“fundamer.tal importance" Plus that truth is not alway4 

beyong a pur grasp." This to tle people wgo knew every well 

that they ewere not to "grasp" and truth. aud cd 

this is dna publocations do wnot always serve the into 

of th¢people. Thisis a new “lesson" the Fetzers are einge the 

government? “nen it was wejk known ang forcefylly articulated in 

the earliest ys of the country? 

In all of tis ama‘jeur stuff Fetzer makes a fool of him- 

self aNa dzprecates whyt hé@ says he intends, In it, still agai ly 

not a word, leave alone a new word, about fhe "divath' of President
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wath tht 
Kennedy, the suoposed purvose of the book, +h subtitle printed 

on the cover. 

t also is not the way to fikmake an im¢res “sion on those he- 

&calls "bureaucrats," people experienced in government service, 

policies pn aetermipations. 

And, as the records shows, Fetzer got nothing ol/t of other 

than the personal attention he craves and what he did not intend, 

_the formidable record of being a subject-ms,atter ignoramus wh cold 

AW Loud cd not aaste—+o "teach" anyone any kind of "Lewson" & orgs borg 

vlap from the depth of his ignorance. 

extra space 

The so called Kvatzenbach memo, partly quolea above, has an 

impyotance never mentioned. For that matter, the memo itsfel4 

has never been ths subject of any vublic discussion of it. Calling 

it Katzenbach's — he signed it may be toc much of a shortcut 

because there is reason to pel! iewe that +t/ia0a did not originate 

with him. It ids, it should be hoped, unique in our history 

because first of all, it records a conspiracy. @, a governmer! 

conspiracy, not to ienmertauete dae orine (ieeens. Next if recir;s 

a conspiracy to frame Oswald, to find hip guilty wihgut any 

trial apaqi1 and even without a real investigation made - ot- 

even possible. . 
Gy on 

There is a series of related records, all i:nclded +zt=a 

another book intended a) recerd for our history so there igsno 

Yneed to include them alf. heve. However, fboriefly, they records tnat 
iia Lyperrke 14 

Moyers got through Johnson about nine stelouly Sunday Miantaaat 

A few minutes later Johnson called J. Edgar Hoover and a few minutes 

-aevttr after that Johnson phoned Katzzenbach. $ lace 

This was before Johnson had his phone tapping syssem inkeee.
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It ac piace vhe next day but I have the Secret Service 

records of monitoring * ohmson' s calls. 

With the tapping funéytioning @-and then the tapes tramscribeé, 

Shere were as least two *ohnson-Hoover conversations that {first 

week of the Yohnson presidency in which Hoover assured Johsson 

that she FbI was proceding "as we ds discussed Sunsay night..." 

I obtained by FOISA ab© out a quarter of a million FBI 

Pages alone. There is no wbindication of any of thos” many 

records, bascally of headquarters and of the Dallas end New 

Orleans eta eifeces , that even hints at any investigation of 

of the crime itself. m is all an effort to make Owald look (ed, 

6, not $9, a normal yewng man , and om "red.' 

Which is all thet the special and supposedly definitive 

report Johnson ordered the FBI to make as sovon as he was 

) ack from Dallas is. It is so im#esn intensively a diakribe 

against Oswald that it not only has so little on the actual 

crime that it does not include all th shots officially wLteved ; 

were f) red - it does not even mntion the cause of death. g! rebirnea ! 

dig 
Hoover live, nd ran thy FSI in compieve accord with tifh t 

Katzen bach memo. 

‘This report is CD1l in the Commission's records. 
; WV AGT 

There are only two of the nrefest memtions of the assasination CD / ; 

shooting in =He~memo, less than two full sentences,they are 

dj 

Fetzer, college professor, Ph.D. and al 1 +<st that he 

subd ishe in facsimile at the end of the Ffirst Whitewash 

wants known ebout him, was going to teach people who lived and 

oerformed gn this kind of anti- American agreement anything at all, 

wha he reffrs to s "{essons"? fie makes a spectaule of himself.
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What «ind ppf Sick ego Fetzer has to have to presume that, 

ignorant as he is of the subject and with all the mistakes he 

makes ,he could teach anyone anything at all abiout the ageed 

assassination other than what is not true, 

Some "lesson" he should learn from this, if he is capanble 

of learning.



November 25, 1963 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. MOYERS 

It fe {important that all of the facts 
surrounding PreeLdent Kennedy's Assassination be 
made public in ea way which will satisfy peopla in 
the United States and abroad that all the facts 
have been told and that a statement to this effect 
be made now. 

1. The public must be satisfied that 
Oswald was the asaasainy, that he did not have 
confederates who are still at large; and that 
the evidence was such that he would have been 
convicted at trial. 

2. Speculation about Oswald’s zotivation 
ought to be cut off, and wa should have soee basis 
for rebutting thought that this was a Communist 
conapiracy or (as the Iron Curtain press is saying) 
a right-wing conspiracy to blawa it on the Coammunists. 
Unfortunately the facts on Oswald seam about too pat-- 
tee obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Ruasian wife, «wtc.). The 
Dallas police nave put out statements on the Communist 
conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge 
when he was shot and thus silenced. 

3. The matter has been handled thus far 
with neither dignity nor conviction. Facts have been 
mixed with rumour and speculation. We can scarcely 
lut the world see us totally in the imape of the 
Dallas police when our President is murdered. 

I think this objective may be satisfied 
by making public as soon as possible a complate and 
thorouph FBI report on Oswald and the assassination. 
This may run into the difficulty of pointing to in- 
consistencies between this report and statements by 
Dallas police officiala. jsut the reputation of the 
Bureau ig euch that it sway do the whole job, 

| SAPPY, 7 

cePaPrMsiT ar“yrer 1 Wy 
> ot 21! may 1965 

RECORDS BRACE 



Tha only other step would be the appointment 

of a Presidential Commission of unimpeachabla personnel 

to review and examine the evidence and annowace its 

conclusions. This hae both advantages and disadvantages 

It think it can await publication of the rBx report 

and publie reaction to it here end abroad. 

L think, however, that a statement that 

all the facts will be made public property ia an 

orderly and responsible way should be made now. We 

need something to head off public speculation or 

Congressional hearings of the wrong eorte 

U 

Micholas ded. Katzenbach 

Deputy Attorney General
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